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Abstract - Stock market is the direct indication of the 

economy of the nation, the financial market derived by many 

factors such as earning, interest rate, consumer spending and 

more. Stock market involves holdings from promoters, 

financial institutions and retail investors. Stock price 

prediction is challenging due to its volatility nature. Thus this 

needs a highly computational intelligence system. Nowadays, 

artificial intelligence proving its computational efficacy in 

various domain, financial domains will benefit through the 

Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) techniques. 

The proposed work is stock price prediction based on machine 

learning models. The proposed work also projects the stock 

price for upcoming days, this forecast is based on machine 

learning models. The proposed work used regression analysis 

as the dependent value is continuous in nature. The 

algorithms implemented are Decision Tree, Random Forest 

and K-Nearest Neighbor models and these are implemented 

as regression models. To improve the model and make the 

stock price predictions more accurate, the algorithm is hyper 

parameter tuned with the given search space. Grid search 

cross validation (GSCV) technique is used for validating the 

dataset with the given search space for finding the best fit 

parameter. Experimental results show that Random forest 

predicted the stock price with minimum MSE loss. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  

 

Development of the economy has given great opportunities for 

financial markets, stock markets have highly impacted and 

went through high growth from the last century. Capital market 

is also expanding with speed, which also highly impacts stock 

market growth. Not only are the companies beneficial with 

financing by listing stock, the investors also benefiting and 

improving their quality of life. Due to the growth of internet 

and online services of stock, the retail investors are also 

growing in pace every year. The availability of the data 

influencing the stock price prediction, the limitations in 

accessing the data is impacting the price predictions. Apart 

from data availability, the major factor influences the price 

prediction is volatility of prices, the stock becomes more 

volatile when it is driven by news, events, company financial 

results, economic crisis, economic growth and more. Thus price 

prediction is a highly challenging task for financial institutions 

and retail investors. 

There are traditional stock price prediction methods using 

statistical model, moving average, relative strength indicator, 

Fibonacci techniques, pivot point calculation and more tools 

are available to indicate the trend and price predictions. 

However, these techniques fail more times, as they are hard to 

understand and highly computational involved and not simple 

to use for users. These tools work on historic prices of stocks. 

Historic price movements only cannot be considered for price 

predictions as there are other factors like volume traded, news 

flows will affect the prices. 

Retail traders or institutions look for short-term price 

movements for trading, whereas investors look for very long 

term holding of stocks. Short term price prediction is the 

problem and it's more challenging. This work predicts the price 

and forecasts the price, which is more suitable for short term 

traders and investors. The existing methods are more complex 

to use and understand, moreover the accuracy of the system is 

very less. Thus stock price prediction needs an effective model. 

There are many factors drives the selection of technique, the 

proposed work used regression analysis as the stock prices are 

continuous values, this technique makes predictions simple and 

interpret the price predictions, this technique also finds the 

feature importance automatically while training, as well as 

regression models can effectively interpolate the know data 

points and extrapolate unobserved ranges. As the stock price is 

a time series dataset, the historical patterns are identified by the 

regression models easily. Stock price projections are also 

implemented with a regression algorithm, this projection for 

short term like 5 to days can be done with ML models. 

Long term investors rely on financial performance of the 

company like quarterly results and price earnings ratio, 

company debt on equity and more to choose their preferable 
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stocks. Capital asset price model is the one used for selecting 

the stock for long term investments. 

The main contributions of this paper are 

 To implement stock price prediction based on 

regression ML models and study their performance. 

 Define the search space for cross validation to build a 

best fit parameter for the proposed regression models. 

 Implement DT, RF and KNN regression models to  

compare the result to find the better model for stock 

price prediction. 

 To implement and analyse the price forecast to help 

the financial institutions and retail investors for 

finding very short term projections.  

This paper is organized as Chapter 2 provides literature survey 

and related work in stock price prediction. Chapter 3 focuses 

on proposed models and the novelty of the proposed work. 

Chapter 4 gives detailed insight on results and analysis derived 

from implemented models. Chapter 5 draws conclusions based 

on this work and further enhancement possibilities. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Existing studies on stock price prediction through mathematical 

techniques and artificial intelligence models are vastly studied. 

Machine learning and deep learning models are highly 

researched due to its scalability and performance. Existing 

models analyzed stock trend prediction based on social media 

post arriving sentiment analysis, however, this can approach 

trends and price cannot be arrived at using these models. Thus 

there is a need for a conventional method, which can be 

practiced without high computation by the user and with high 

accuracy prediction is a challenging problem, is approached in 

this paper. This work also aimed at projecting the stock price 

for the short term, which helps retail traders, investors and 

institutions for considering the stock positions.  

 

Genetic algorithm, one of the feature selection techniques, is 

used by Chen et al. in [1], this paper, they trained the China 

Construction bank dataset with Long Short Term Memory 

(LSTM) model. R squared co-efficient is used as a fitness 

function for GA. The larger the R-squared value, highly able to 

define X to Y. LSTM is one of the deep learning models for 

supporting time series analysis implemented. Experimental 

results showed that GA and LSTM model has achieved less 

MSE value. There are other feature selection based models 

studied including Yual et al.[2] feature selection based on 

Recursive feature elimination and Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) and Random forest models were used, this results 

showed that the RF has achieved high accuracy of 52.7%. 

 

Sentiment analysis from social media posts has gained 

importance as the social media content highly influences stock 

markets. The posts are analyzed for positive, negative or neutral 

sentiment, accordingly the price predictions are followed. The 

work [3] represented deep learning based sentiment analysis for 

stock price prediction. This work implemented Sparrow Search 

Algorithm (SSA) and LSTM model with multi source data with 

sentiment included. Experimental results showed that the less 

MSE value arrived with the SSA - LSTM model. Some existing 

work reviewed different feature extraction and reduction 

models [6]. The work [4] proposed textual feature extraction 

through different techniques n-gram, lagged technique from 

twitter data. The other feature selection techniques like RFE 

and feature reduction Principal component analysis (PCA) 

were used. Experimental results showed RFE with Random 

forest has achieved the highest accuracy of 0.58. 

 

Crypto currency price prediction is also more volatile in nature 

studied with the help of sentiment analysis in [5] for Litecoin 

and Bitcoin were analyzed. Along with price, sentiment data 

also given to the training model with VADER sentiment, 

twitter data is extracted for this sentiment analysis. 

Experimental results showed that MAE loss is 0.087 by 

combining daily prices and sentiment to the model. 

 

The literature survey on stock price prediction using various 

techniques is studied in this chapter. It is inferred from this 

study that, machine learning and deep learning techniques are 

extensively used as its performance is incompatible with other 

traditional techniques. The existing ML and DL models with 

various algorithms and feature selection and reduction 

techniques have been adopted. Sentiment analysis based work 

is also used for price prediction, this is not reliable most of the 

time other than news based or events based sentiment. Thus 

proposed work focused on optimizing the machine learning 

model with hyper parameter tuning as it can increase the 

performance of the ML models.  

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

In this chapter, the proposed work, stock price prediction using 

regression ML models are discussed. The work proposed 

implementation of Decision Tree, Random forest and K-

Nearest Neighbor algorithms for stock price prediction. To 

improve the novelty and to get an accurate price prediction 

model, we proposed hyper parameter tuning on training 

parameters. Cross validation technique is used, which takes 

training set and train and performs validation, gets the error 

metrics. Finally the cross validation finds the best fit parameter 

based on the low loss values. 

DATASET DETAILS 

Dataset used for this study is live and real time data extracted 

from Yahoo finance API. The API gets a stock symbol and 

starting date, end date as input to collect the data. Dataset can 

be collected from any duration, for this work we extracted 23 

years data for training. The price values of stock like open, 

high, low, close price and volume traded are attributes used for 

this work. The data can be extracted for any NSE stock, thus 

users can go with their choice of stock picks. 

The following table represents dataset attributes extracted from 

yahoo finance.  

Names Attribute Details 

Date Trading Date  

Symbol Listed stock symbol in NSE 

Series Equity or Currency 

PrevClose Stock's previous date close price 

Open Stock's current date open price 

High Stock's current date high price 

Low Stock's current date low price 

Close Stock's current date close price 

Volume Current date volumes traded on stock 

VWAP Current date Volume weighted average 

price 
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Table 1: Extracted stock data from Yahoo finance 

METHODOLOGY 

This proposed work implemented Decision Tree regressor, 

Random forest regressor and K-NN regressor models for stock 

price prediction. The dataset is collected real time till date data, 

the user can give the stock symbol to extract the data with API 

from Yahoo finance. Any stock data can be extracted and 

trained, predicted and forecasted. There are more than 7500 

stocks listed in NSE. The extracted data is stored in comma 

separated values in a file and plotted using matplotlib for 

visualizing the trend of stock for the past 23 years. The data 

collection date start from January 2000. The following figure 

shows the system architecture of the proposed work.   

 

Figure 1: System architecture of proposed Stok prediction using Hyper tuned ML models 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is performed on the dataset 

by the data scientists to understand better on the data patterns. 

This work projects the stock price for 20 years data as a single 

visualization plot with 1000 ticks shows how the stock behaved 

for the past two decades. This gives insight about the stock 

performance. The following plot shows the stock price symbol 

INFY price movement for 20 years. The stock can be any 

National Stock Exchange (NSE) stock. 

 

Figure 2: Stock Price Visualization for stock-INFY 

HYPER PARAMETER TUNING 

Hyper parameter tuning is performed for the machine learning 

or deep learning models to choose the best parameter from the 

search space. There are a number of parameters used for 

machine learning algorithms and these parameters vary for 

each algorithm. For example Decision Tree uses Splitter, 

max_depth and minimum sample leafs are the parameters, 

whereas KNN uses number of neighbors and weights. Thus the 

parameter given should be optimum value so that the learning 

and prediction is more accurate. One of the most important 

hyper parameter tuning models is Grid Search Cross Validation 

(GSCV). The cross validation is performing the validation on a 

dataset to arrive the evaluation metric and choose the best one 

according to the low loss or high accuracy. The following table 

shows the parameter tuned in each algorithm and its search 

space cross validated.  

Algorithm Parameter tuned Search Space 

value 

Decision 

Tree 

Splitter Best split, random 

split 

Max depth 1,3,5,7,9 

Samplea leaf 2,4,6,8 

Max features auto,log2,sqrt 

Random 

forest 

Depth 2,4,6 

Number of estimators 64,128,256 

KNN Number of neighbors 2,3,4,5 

weights uniform, distance 

Table 2: Hyper parameter used for the study 

Cross validation works to minimize the loss and maximize the 

accuracy of the system, thus controlling the learning model by 

choosing the best parameters. There are minimum two 

parameters used for tuning in each machine learning models as 

stated in the above table. Grid search cross validation works 

based on brute force is more effective in minimizing the error 

and find best parameters. 

Grid Search Cross Validation (GSCV) 

The prediction error is computed by the equation given in (1), 

where 'err' is the prediction error, 'm' is the mean and 'b' the 
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number of folds cross validation taken. The minimum the error 

value, the effective model. 

--(1) 

Mean squared error (MSE) loss is used as scoring function for 

cross validation, the MSE loss is computed for each search 

space on the given parameter on the test set. The other metrics 

which can be used for cross validation scoring is Mean absolute 

error (MAE) and accuracy. The below equation shows the 

MAE computation. 

 ---  (2) 

Where xi, x is the absolute error and 'n' is the total number of 

observations.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed stock price prediction through machine learning 

regression models used a 23 years dataset from 2000 to till date. 

The training data 80% and test data 20% is split and evaluated. 

The hyper parameter tuning is implemented for all ML models 

DT, RF and KNN. The number of search space given on each 

parameter is minimum two. The validation data is cross 

validated with the scoring function mean squared error and 

computed the best fit parameter. The hyper tuned best fit model 

is trained and predicted the stock prices. The results are 

discussed in this section. Experimental results are computed for 

stock prediction with error metrics MAE, MSE, R2 score and 

RSME error. 

The below plot shows the five days price forecast for INFY 

stock by decision tree regression model. The price projections 

can be computed for customized number of days, the short the 

number of days, the accuracy is high.  

 

Figure 3: Price projection by Decision Tree for next five 

days for Stock-INFY 

The following plot shows the price projection done for INFY 

stock by Random forest regression model. It is also observed 

from forecast, that the DT and RF given highly similar price 

projections.  

 

Figure 4: Price projection by Random Forest for next five 

days for Stock-INFY 

The below plot represents the evaluation metric scores 

computed by traditional and hyper parameter tuned Decision 

Tree (HT-DT) regression models are compared. Blue colour 

indicates the normal model and orange colour indicates hyper 

tuned model.  

 

Figure 5: Normal and hyper tuned DT comparison 

The below plot represents evaluation metrics of normal and 

hyper tuned KNN (HT-KNN) regression model. 

 

Figure 6: Normal and hyper tuned DT comparison 

The below plot represents evaluation metrics of normal and 

hyper tuned Random forest (HT-RF) regression model. 
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Figure 7: Normal and hyper tuned DT comparison 

 

ML models  MSE MAE 

HT-DT 14.62 2.15 

HT-RF 12.32 2.12 

HT-KNN 9.22 2.02 

Table 3: Error metrics computed for stock price 

prediction by hyper tuned ML models 

The error metric MAE, MSE are computed for proposed hyper 

tuned ML models, the table shows the results arrived, it is 

observed that the error value is less in hyper tuned K-nearest 

neighbor algorithm. The mean squared error is 10.27, which is 

lowest comparing decision tree and random forest. Similarly, 

mean absolute error is 2.02, which is lowest comparing other 

two models. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Stock prices are highly volatile and need challenging 

computation techniques to predict the prices. Though there are 

existing techniques on statistical models and machine learning 

models are available, the accuracy of price prediction is less. 

Thus to predict the stock prices and forecast the prices with less 

MSE losses, the proposed system used hyper tuning parameters 

to built the ML models. The regression models are build with 

best fit parameters, the proposed method optimizes and 

improves the regression models. The search space containing 

minimum four parameters is considered for cross validation. 

Experimental studies showed that the Hyper parameter tuned 

K-Nearest Neighbor Regression model has achieved the lowest 

MAE and MSE error values. 

As the future enhancement, the price prediction can be 

extended for crypto-currencies also, as they are emerging with 

new technology called block-chain. The stock price prediction 

can be performed with deep learning models or transfer 

learning models. To include the volatility nature, the system 

can be built for index funds and transfer the learning for stock 

price predictions. 
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